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The British Museum survey of the Asyut region. Report Mar-Apr 2017 

Submitted to the Ministry of Antiquities 

The ‘British Museum survey of the Asyut region’ aims at documenting the pharaonic and 
post-pharaonic history and reconstructing the natural and archaeological environment of the 
Asyut region through time. The project also aspires to provide a model for innovative and 
sustainable fieldwork initiatives, promoting increased empowerment of, and participation by, 
the local communities. 

The third field season took place from 17 March to 12 April 2017 and included Ilona Regulski 
(field director – Egyptologist), Mohamed Soliman (General Director of the Scientific Office. 
Islamic and Coptic Sector, Ministry of Antiquities), Khaled Bahaa (illustrator), Niazy Mustafa 
Mohamed (field assistant), Khaled Abd el-Malik Abu Zeid (field assistant), Heba Shama 
(architect), Adel Omar Halim (architect). The SCA inspectorate was represented by inspectors 
Tarek Hassan Abdallah and Taher Ahmad Madqur (trainee). 

The work consisted of the following components: 

1. Work in the magazine 

o Drawing pottery 

o Drawing glass fragments 

o Photographing of pottery 

o Drawing objects 

2. Survey training for the inspectorate of Asyut 

3. Documentation of the modern village of Shutb 

This was a small-scale study season as most of the project’s work concentrated on engaging 
the local community in the modern village, which does not fall under the responsibility of the 
Ministry of Antiquities. Amongst those activities was a community meeting with the villagers 
of Shutb to explain the objectives of the project and liaison with stakeholders of the World 
Bank’s Waste Water Project (WWP). We feel enhanced contact with and better 
understanding by the village will facilitate our work and help us preserve the site. 

 

1. Work in the magazine 

Khaled Zazaa finished the drawings of the pottery that was studied by Sylvie Marchand in 
season Oct 2016. Although the glazed pottery still has to be studied next season, all sherds 
have been drawn and photographed. Khaled furthermore drew 52 glass fragments in 
preparation for study next during the next mission. Ilona Regulski drew the objects that were 
discovered during season Oct 2017. The finds were re-packed in more appropriate boxes. 

2. Survey training for the inspectorate of Asyut 

In anticipation of the WWP and in order to get an idea of the extension of the city 
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underneath the tell (kôm), a survey training was organised by Ilona Regulski for the 
inspectors of Asyut. The training aimed at documenting context of surface finds and finds 
from the rubble of the WWP trenches. The latter are consistently between 2 and 2.5 meters 
deep. 

Participants: 

Abeer Mohamed Ali Mousa 

Asmaa Abd el-Sabur Soleyman 

Fatma Amir Youssef 

Ghada Ali Maree 

Lisa Khalil Beshay 

Osama Samir Ghali 

Peter Girgir Anwar 

Rehab Mohamed Abu Sriyaa 

Taher Ahmad Madqur 

Key components were: 

1. Getting a feeling for landscape features through walking survey 

2. Identifying spots for surface collection and future geo-physical survey 

3. Collecting surface or WWP pottery and labelling the finds 

4. Documenting the find spot through GPS and photography 

5. Integrating context results into Google Earth 

The focus was on the fields surrounding Shutb. Selection was based on the experience we 
gained with the areas during auguring (hand-drill) in Oct 2016. The map below shows the 
three areas of Shutb that were surveyed: 

 

 

 

• North-east of the village (day 1) 

Some pottery was discovered, especially in deposits from worked fields. The WWP 
trenches closest to the tell (WWP 07-08) yielded substantial amounts of pottery. This 
area has numerous open fields and bare plots of land where geo-physical surveys 
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could be conducted. 

• South-west of the village (day 2) 

As expected (see report 02), this area yielded the largest amount of pottery. Pottery 
sherds are scattered everywhere in this area and are especially numerous in deposits 
from dug canals or worked fields. Preliminary auguring results already suggested that 
the ancient city extended in this direction, but this needs more investigation.  

• West of the village (day 3) 

The most southern fields yielded the largest number of sherds. The number 
decreases as we moved away from the tell in north-western direction.  

The date of these sherds is still unclear but will hopefully be clarified through detailed study 
in Oct 2017. In preparation for this season, all the surface finds were cleaned and 
photographed. 

3. Documentation of the modern village of Shutb 

A survey carried out in March 2016 resulted in a number of maps indicating significant 
examples of vernacular architectural in Shutb including buildings, facades or certain elements 
within the buildings. Following up on the work that was started in Oct 2016, a team of 
architects from Takween continued with the documentation of the vernacular architecture; 
in particular floor plans and street front elevations of selected structures. The team included 
a study of the open spaces at different times of the day.  
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